Dear Friends,
Yesterday the party machine sent an email for our entrenched elite 17-year incumbent opponent saying he is in
"the race of his life". How out of touch are they? Isn't this election about your life? My proposal to you: send me to
Congress and I will be in the race for your life.
What they are not telling you is that the Democrats will lose this seat if my opponent wins this primary. I will keep
this seat BLUE because I am the only real candidate who will stand up for workers, our small businesses, for
veterans and for our children of all genders. I am the only real candidate who will stand up for Main Street, not Wall
Street or K Street.
Keep it blue by keeping it real. Please contribute today and send a real fighter who can defeat the GOP and
withstand anything they try to throw at us.
Since my opponent was elected 17 years ago, people in the 6th District have either stood still economically or lost
ground. Many of us have gone under completely. Congress doesn't care; its members aren't suffering. The Political
Establishment doesn't care; they aren't suffering--in fact, gridlock and partisanship are highly profitable for them,
because they lock-in the status quo that leads to their collective re-election.
The "Masters of the Universe" on Wall and K Street and their cronies in Congress continue to profit through their
slush fund of big money, high-priced lobbyists, and PACs. They are killing our democracy and economy while they
laugh all the way to the bank and their next cushy vacation.
They destroyed our economy - on my opponent's watch. And they will do it again if we do not make a fundamental
change in how we run our country.
Please click here to make a strong contribution today, and help us save our democracy and make it work for you, for
workers, for veterans and for small businesses.
To Victory!

Marisa DeFranco
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